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PTFE Membranes
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U-Values

Public Garden

Structure:
Building envelope:
Embodied energy:

Detail A
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Summer - Noon
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performance data/ construction detail
Disposition

Winter - Noon

Oﬃce
Atrium / Co-working
Cafe area
Library
Receprion
Conference
Dance Studio

Shading & Solar Heat Gain
We may notice that the overhangs will to a good job of shading the interior from
direct sunlight during the summer while allowing the interior to gain warmth from
the lower winter sun. The areas most at risk of unwanted solar heat gain are the ﬂat
roofs of each block as well as the glazed atrium roof. The PTFE membranes present
in each opening of the glazed roof will minimize the direct sunlight hitting the
atrium.
Reinforced Concrete
RC is used predominantly for the structure. Due to its good thermal
qualities as well as molding this material is ideal for a Passivhaus construction.

WC
Roof Garden
Accomodation
Other
Lifts & Stairs

Recycled Polycarbonate
Custom cast recycled polycarbonate panels with ﬁreprooﬁng are
mounted onto the concrete skeleton ensuring a lightweight and ecological ﬁnish.
Steel
Used predominanty to hold and mount components. The polycarbonate overhangs, dance studio balcony and the diamond roof are all
steel based structures.
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Glulam
Used due to its capability of spanning large distances without supporting columns, glulam is used as the structural base for the roof
garden above the café.

Dance Studio

Roof Garden
186mm

150mm 25mm

Oﬃce

CELOTEX XR4000 rigid insulation board (200mm)
Damp proof membrane 10mm
Geotextile
Aluminum sheeting
Drainage
Schöck Isokorb Type KS (insulated)

217mm

300mm

200mm

107mm

Steel bracing
White Polycarbonate (cast) panels (shrink wrapped)
VELFAC V200E.W.1.02.A.H.001 window head
Reinforced concrete 250mm
Airtight tape
Gap for services
Ceiling

Sound insulation 50mm
Steel bracing for the floor
Airtight tape
Flooring

Garden

VELFAC V200E.W.1.02.A.C.001 window cill

85mm

Cafe & Atrium

215mm

Shrink wrapped polycarbonate panels
Triple glazed window cill

Recycled polycarbonate finish (smooth, white, glossy)
Vertical battons
CELOTEX XR4000 rigid insulation board (200mm)
Geotextile
Damp proof membrane 10mm
Reinforced concrete 270mm
2 layer gypsum boards (fireproof)
280mm

215mm

766mm
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Detail A (1:20)
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